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Th, proprrties of tools and components can be improved by the combination oJ'heat treatment and
surface engineering processes due to the addition of the single process advantages and due to the

utilization of process interactions. A well known and clear example is the combinatlon CVD-coating with
wear resistant films + quench hardening (through-hardening) of high alloyed tool steels for forming tools.
The thin wear resistant coating (e.g. TiN) is supported by the high strength of the hardened iubstrale. This
combination can be furtler improved by adding surface heat treatment processes like induction hardening
or carburizing. Several low and high alloyed, structural and tool steels (A1514140, 52100, Hl3, A2, D2,
etc.) have been treated by CVD TiN-coating + induction hardening respectively carburizing + CVD TiN-
coaîing + gas quench-ing. Both combined processes resulted in surfaces with very promising properties.

The results were compared concerning chemical compositions, micro-structures, hardnesi, residual
stresses and scratch tests. Homogeneous, dense TiN-coatings with high hardness, high compressive
residual stresses and good adhesionwere supported by high strength substrate surfaces. An extra
advanîage of these combined processes compared to CVD + through-hardening were compressive

residual stresses in the substrate surfaces.
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High resistance of metal tools or components against wear,
fatigue and corrosion can be achieved by several different
lreatments, like thermal, mechanical, thermochemical and
;oating processes. But in an increasing number of cases, the
resistance of metals against complex loads is no longer high
lnough. Combining successful single processes into one
lreatment can result in an even higher resistance of metals
against complex loads, e.g. superimposed wear, fatigue and
lorrosion. Processes combined in this way, sometimes cal-
led duplex or hybrid processes, have a high potential for the
luture treatment of metals [1-3]. The improvement is due to
the addition of the single process advantages and due to the
Lrtilization of process interactions.
A task in the future is the substantial choice of technical and
rconomical promising combinations. As a first step, a clas-
;ification for combined processes was set up [4-6]. The sin-
gle processes were tabulated into main sections according to
;he German standard DIN 8580. Actually the system for
;ombined processes contains the main sections coating and
:hanging properties, but it can be extended straight
lorwardly. The principle of the classification for combined
lrocesses is a matrix out of the single processes A1-Ai and
Bl-Bi, Ain lines, B in columns (Table 1). In the intersec-
:ions of lines and columns of the matrix the different combi-
red processes A+B can be found. Table I also contains some
;haracteristic examples of combined processes. A well
<nown and clear example is the combination CVD-coating

with wear resistant films + quench hardening (through-har-
dening) of high alloyed tool steels for forming tools. The
thin wear resis-tant coating (e.g. TiN) is supported by the hi-
gh strength of the hardened substrate [],8,251. This combi-
nation can be further improved by adding surface heat treat-
ment processes like induction hardening or carburizing (hi-
ghlightedinTable 1).

ffiKPgffiMTF'YAN-

Several low and high alloyed, structural and tool steels (AI-
SI 4140, 52100, Hl3, A2,D2, etc.) have been treated by
CVD TiN-coating + induction hardening respectively carbu-
rizing + CVD TiN-coating + gas quenching. The tool steels
A2 (DIN Xl00CrMoV5-1) and H13 (DIN X4OCrMoVS-l)
are suitable for a comparison, because the combined proces-
ses CVD + induction hardening of A2 and carburizing +
CVD + quench hardening of H13 lead to similar chemical
compositions and microstructures in the substrate surface,
underneath the coating. Additionally some results of the
CVD-coated and induction hardened bearing steel 52100
(DIN 100Cr6) are presented.
CVD-coating + induction hardening of A2 was done in a
two-step-process. Cylindrical samples @ 21x23 mm with
chamfers were used for this treatment. HT-CVD TiN-coa-
ting of A2 was done for 5 h at 950'C in a TiClo/Hrll.,Ir-atmo-
sphere. Induction hardening was realized in a redeveloped
equipment, which enables heating in protective atmosphere
and quenching in oil or gas nozzle fields [17-19]. Stationary
inductive heating of the sample shell was done with a HF-
generator (10 kW ca.200 kHz) and a cylindrical coil for 15
s in a nitrogen atmosphere. Quenching was done in a gas
nozzle field with 2000 Umin nitrogen flow. Carburizing +
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Thble l: System of combined processes with examples (no. according German standard DIN 8580)

Table 1: sistema di processi abbinati con esempi (no. secondo la norma tedesca DIN s5g0)

CVD-coating + gas quenching of H13 was also done in a
two-step-process, because carburizing + CVD-coating could
be realized as one step in the CVD-reactor l2O-221. Disc
samples @ 40x5 mm were used for this treatment. Low pres-
sure carburizing and HI:CVD TiN-coating of H13 werè do-
ne continuously in the CVD-reactor for 40 min at 1000"C in
a methane/nitrogen-atmosphere respectively for 2 h at
1000'C in a TiClo/HrlNr-atmosphere. Quench hardening
was done in a vacuum chamber at 980'C, 20 min and gas
quenching with 6 bar nitrogen.
The treated surfaces and substrates were investigated regar-
ding their chemical composition by GDOS (glow dischàrge
optical emission spectroscopy) / OES (optical emission
spectroscopy), microstructure by light microscopy, substrate
hardness by the Vickers method HVl, coating hàrdness HV,
by evaluating the compound hardness 1231, and residuai
stresses by XRD (X-ray diffraction, Cr-K., {311} respecti-
vely {220) TiN, {211 } u-Fe). The behaviòr in scratch-rests,
especially adhesive coating failure, was examined by eva-
luating the scratch tangential force. Both treatments were
compared regarding their microstructures and properties to
show similarities as well as differences and to demonstrate
the advantages and potentials ofthese combined processes.

atrSutTs AFN0 sîseussl0tx

The chemical composition depth profiles of A2ICVD
TiN/induction hardened and H13/carburized/ CVD
TiN/quench hardened are shown in Figs. I and2. Both sam-
ples exhibit an almost stoichiometric TiN-coating along mo-
st of the coating thickness of ca. 8 trrm respectively ca. 4 ;rm.
The A2ICVD TiN/induction hardened is characterized by a
high oxygen amount near the surface, due to inductive hea-
ting in an oxygen containing atmosphere [19], and a mono-
tonic increase of the carbon content to its bulk value. The
Hl3 I carbunzed/CVD TiN/quench hardened is characterized
by a carbon maximum in the coating near the interface, due

to carbon diffusion from the substrate l2ll, and by the intro-
duced carbon gradient in the substrate surface. The maxi-
mum carbon content in the substrate surface is ca. 0.8 wt. 7o,
the carburized depth ca.2 ntm.
The microstructures of surface and core of A2ICVD TiN/in-
duction hardened and Hl3/carburizedl CVD TiN/quench
hardened are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The coating of
A2|CVD TiN/induction hardened appears ca. 7 pm thick,
homogeneous and dense (bright) with a thin (ca. I pm) dark
layer on top. This top layer at least partially consists of TiO,
rutil. due to inductive heating in an oxygen containing atmol
sphere [19]. The substrate A2 underneath the coating consi-
sts of martensite, retained austenite and carbides. A slight
increase in inductive heating time (austenitizing temperatu-
re) may result in a more homogeneous substrate surface mi-
crostructure. The core A2 is not affected by inductive hea-
ting and keeps the microstructure after slow cooling from
CVD-temperature, which exhibited a mixture of martensite,
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Fig. l: Chemical composition depth profile of A2/CVD
TiN/induction hardened, by GDOS

Fig. 1: Curva di penetrazione della composizione chímica di acciaio
A2/rivestito CVD TiN/tempraÍo a induzione, mediante GDOS
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Fig. 5: Substrate hardness depth profite of A2/CVD TiN/induction
hardened

Fig. 5: Cuna di penetra4ione per la durezza del substrato di
accíaio A2/CVD TiN/ temprato superficialmente a induzione

hardness of ca. 820 HVl and a depth of ca. 4 mm. Then the
substrate hardness decreases to cà. 530 HVl at the not in_
ductively heated core. The depth of the induction hardened
layer can strongly be jnfluenèed by the inductive neating
power, frequency and time tl7,l8l. The carburized anà
quench hardened substrate surface Hl3 also exhibits a high
hardness of ca. 800 HVI and a depth of ca.2 mm. Then the
substrate hardness decreases to ci.6+0 HVI at the not car_
pu1z1d core.'The depth o_f the carburized layer can strongly
be influenced by the carburizing atmosphóre, temperature
and time as well as the CVD-duration [2i].In both càses the
lower core hardness underneath a strengthened surface may
be an advantage for tools o_r componenté regarding ductility.
The coating hardness of CVD TiN-coatingi is onìy shghtíy
decreased after induction hardening in aìrlnitrogen_atmo_
spheres. The coating hardness e.g. of steet 52100/tVD TiN
amounted ca. 2900 HV' after induction hardening ca. 2l.00
!{V, - similar results were found for other Jubstrates
[17,18]. The coating hardness of CVD TiN_coarings is al_
most unchanged after through-hardening in vacuuni, which
was proven for steel substrates like 4146,52100 and.D2 [71.This should also be true for carburized + CVD_coateà +
quench hardened steels.

,{q important advantage of the combined processes CVD +
induction hardening and carburizing + CúD + quench har_
dening is the residual stress state còmpared to the common
process CVD + through-hardening. Fig. 7 and Table 2 show
the coating and substrate surfàce iesidual stresses of
52100/CVD TiN/induction hardened and H13/carburi_
zedlCYD TiN/quench hardened. In both cases the CVD
TiN-coatings are under high compressive residual stresses,
due to the volume change differences between coating and
substrate caused by thermal contraction and phase transfor_
mations during cooling from CVD-te-p"rutu." [g]. Those
high-comp,ressive residual stresses in the coatings can stron_
gly be influenced by post quench hardening,"but usually
they remain in the high compìessive range (F[. 7 and Tabló

Fíg. 6: Substraîe hardness depth profite of HI3/carburizect/CVD
TiN/quench hardened

Fig. 6: Curva di penetrafione per la dureTla del substrato di
acciaio Hl3/cementato/CVD TiN/ temprato a induzione

Fig. 7: Residual stress depth profile of 52100/CVD TiN/induction
hardened, axial sfress in cylinders

Fíg. 7: Cuna di penetradone per la tensione residua in acciaío
52 1 OOrcVD TíN/temprato supefficialmente a induzione, tensione
assíale in cilindri

2). In the substrate surface the common process CVD + th-
rough-hardening usually produces tensiÈ residual stresses
(Table 2 and [8]). Whereas the combined processes CVD +
induction hardening and carburizing + CúD + quench har_
dening produce compressive residuàl sÍesses in the substra_
te surface (Fig. 7 and Table 2), because the hardened sub_
strate layers of high carbon martensite exhibit larger specific
volumes than the unaffected substrate cores.
Compound coating/substrate-properties were evaluated by
scratch tests. The critical loads for adhesive failure of
A2|CVD TiN/induction hardened and H 1 3/carburized/CVD
TiN/quench hardened are given in Table 3. The as_deposited
state of A2|CVD TiN respectively the as-quench hardened
state of HI3/CVD TiN already show relaiive high critical
loads for adhesive failure. But post-induction haréening re_
spectively pre-carburizing lead to a further improvement of
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coating and substrate of
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Table 3: Critical loads for adhesive failure
ín scratch tests of A2/CVD TiN/induction

hardened and H I 3 /c arburize d/CVD
TiN/quench hardened

Table 3: Carichi critici dí adesione in prove
di penetrafione per abrasione di acciaio

A2/CVD TiN/temprato a induzione e
H I 3 /c ementato/riv e stít o CV D TiN/temprato

substrate coating/heat treatmént

73 t7
> 100

89r5

> 100

almost constant

homogeneous, dense

almost unchanged

decrease of compressive stresses

almost constant

martensite, retained austenite,
carbides

increase

tensile

martensite, retained austenite,
carbides

almost egual to substrate surface

improved

must be controlled
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A2|CVD TiN/induction
hardened

the behavior of CVD TiN-coated steels in scratch tests, whi-
ch exceeded the test capabilities of 100 N. Reason is the in-
creased load support of the surface strengthened substrates
for the thin hard coatings.
A crucial point of every coated and heat treated tool or com-
ponent is distortion, because the low coating thickness com-
plicates machining to restore the desired dimensions. For
the common process CVD + through-hardening of tool
steels a lot of experiences with distortion exist, which allow
to control dimensional changes of tools [25]. The same way
should be possible for the com-bined process carburizing +
CVD + quench hardening. Especially the combined process
CVD + induction hardening offers the possibility to reduce
distortion, due to the small heated surface vol-ume, which
was proven at steel cylinders 4l40lCVD TiN [17-19].
Summarizing the discussed chemical compositions, micro-
structures and properties of A2ICVD TiN/induction harde-
ned and Hl3/carburized/CVD TiN/quench hardened as well
as coÍìmon tool steeVCVD TiN/through-hardened are com-
pared in Table 4.
The characteristic features of A2ICVD TiN/induction harde-
ned are the thin oxidized layer at the surface, the softer sub-

H l3/carburized/CVD
TiN/quench hardened

increased carbon content
near the interface

homogeneous, dense

almost unchanged

depends on subsrrate
and dimensions

increased carbon content
in the substrate surface

martensite, retained austenite,
carbides

extra increase in the substrate
surface

compressive

lower carbon martensite

lower than substrate surface,
ductility

improved

must be controlled

Table 4: Comparison of chemical compositions, microsÍructures and properties of A2/CVD TiN/ induction hardened and
H I 3 /c arburize d/CVD TiN/quench hardene d

Thble 4: confrondo di composizioni chimiche, microstrutture e propríetà di acciaio A2/CVD TiN/ temprato a induzione e
H I 3 /c ementato/riv e stitocvD TiN/termprato

strate core consisting of maÍensite + bainite + pearlite, the
compressive residual stresses in the substrate surface and
the low distorlion due to the small heated surface volume.
The characteristic features of H13/carburized/CVD
TiN/quench hardened are the increased carbon content in the
coating near the interface, the softer substrate consisting of
lower carbon martensite, and the compressive residual stres-
ses in the substrate surface.
Compared to common tool steel/CVD TiN/through-harde-
ned, three main advantages of the combined processes CVD
+ induction hardening and carburizing + CVD + quench
hardening were found (highlighted in Table 4):
. the possibility, to introduce microstructure and property

gradients into the substrate,
. compressive residual stresses in the substrate surface,
. the possibility to reduce distortion (induction hardening).
Besides these technical advantages the combined processes
CVD + induction hardening and carburizing + CVD + quen-
ch hardening posses further economical advantages:
. Induction hardening of CVD-coated steels can be done

very quickly in some seconds or some ten seconds compa-
red to through-hardening in a vacuum chamber, which la-
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sts several ten min-utes to hours and it can be done locally
in highly loaded areas oftools or components.. Carburi_zing + CVD-coating can be dòne continuously in
the CVD-reactor and needs only little extra time, because
in a common boosldiffusion carburizing process the ne_

__cessary diffusion time can be used for CVD_coating.
These advantages demonstrate the high potential of the
combined processes CVD + induction hardéning and carbu_
rizing + CVD + quench hardening for componènts or tools
under complex superimposed loadi, e.g. high wear plus high
mechanical loads.
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The properties of tools and components can be improved by
the combination of heat treatment and surface engi-neering
processes due to the addition of the single procesJ advantal
ges and due to the utilization of processintèractions. A well
known and clear example is the combination CVD-coating
with wear resistant films + quench hardening (through-harl

{e.ning) of high alloyed tool sreels for forriing toois. The
thin wear resis-tant coating (e.g. TiN) is supportèd by the hi_
gh strength of the hardened substrate. ThiJ óombination can
be further improved by adding surface heat treatment pro_
cesses like induction hardening or carburizing. Severalìow
1ld !ig! alloyed, structural and tool steetJ lAIst +t+0,
52100,H13, A2,D2, etc.) have been treared by CVD TiN_
coating + induction hardening respectively càrburizing +
CVD- TiN-coating + gas quenching. CVD-ioating + ind"uc_
tion hardening was done in a two-step-process; induction
hardening was realized in a redevelopéd equipment, which
enables heating in,protective atmospÀere and quenching in
oil or gas nozzle fields. Carbunzing + CVD-còating +"gas
quenching was also done in a two-step-process, becaùse cir_
9y1ylng + CVD-coating could be realiied as one step in rhe
CVD-reactor.
Both combined processes resulted in surfaces with very pro_
mising properties. The results were compared concérning
chemical compositions, micro-structures, hardness, re_sil
dual stresses and scratch tests. Homogeneous, dense TiN_
coatings with high hardness, high compressive residual
s'resses and good adhesion were supporled by high strength
substrate surfaces. An extra advantàge of these combined
processes compared to CVD + through-hardening were
compressive residual stresses in the substrate surfales. A
crucial point of every coated and heat treated component is
distortion. Especiatly CVD + induction hardening òffers the
possibility to reduce distortion, due to the small ireated sur_
face volume.
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Le proprietà di utensili e componenti possono essere miglio-
rate mediante Ia combinazione di processi superficiali con
trattamenti termici sia per la somma dei vantaggi deí singo-
li trattamenti che per la loro interazione. Un esempio ben
noto e chiaro è l'uso in abbinamento di riverstimenti CVD
con sîrati resistenti all' usura più tempra a cuore (through-
hardening) negli acciai altolegati per utensili da formatura.
Il rivestimento sottile resisîente all'usura (per esempio TîN)
è supportato dall'alta resistenz(t del substrato indurito. Que-
sto abbinarnento può essere ulteriormente migliorato me-
diante l'aggiunta di processi superficiali di trattamento ter-
mico come la tempra a induzione o la cementazione.
Diversi acciai strutturali e da utensili (AISI 4140, 52100,
H13, A2, D2, ecc.) sono stati trattaîi tramite rivestimento
CVD TiN + tempra a induzione e in alternativa cementazio-
ne + rivestimento CVD TiN + tempra a gas. Il rivestimento

CVD + la tempra a induzione sono stati effettuati mediante
un processo a due stadi; la tempra a induzione è stata rea-
lizzata con un' apparecchiatura che permette il riscalda-
mento in atmosfera protetta e tempra a gas o olio. Anche ce-
mentazione + rivestimento e CVD + tempra a gas sono stati
eseguiti mediante un processo a due stadi. Entrambe le
combinazioni di processi hanno dato luogo a superfici con
proprietà molto promettenti. I risultati sono stati confrontati
in termini di composizione chimica, microstruttura, dureTza,
tensioni residue e prove di scalfittura.
Si sono ottenuti rivestimenti TiN omogenei, densi, con eleva-
ta dure7la, elevate tensioni residue di compressione e buona
adesione, abbinati ad un substrato ad alta resistenza. Un ul-
teriore vantaggio di questi processi combinati rispetto a
CVD + tempra e cuore consiste nell'otîenimento delle ten-
sioni residue di compressione anche al di sotto del rivesti-
mento. Un punto cruciale di qualsiasi componente rivestito
e traîtato termicamente è la distorsione. In particolare il
trattamento CVD + tempra superficiale a induzione risulta
offrire la possibilità di ridurre la distorsione, grazie al limi-
tato volume superficiale riscaldato.
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kFig. 2: Chemical composítion depth profite of Ht 3/carburized/CVD TiN/quench hardenecl,

a) coating and interface by GDOS, b) substràte surface by OES

Fig'.2: curva di penetra4ione pel h composizione chimica dí acciaio HI3/cementazione/CVD TiN/temprato a cuore,a) rivestimento e interfaccía mediante GDos, b) superficie del subsÍrato mediante ons

Fig. 3: Microstructure of
A2/CVD TiN/induction

hardened,
a) coating and ínterfttce,

b) substrate core,
<--+ I0 pm.

Fig. 3: Microsctruttura di
accíaio A2/CVD TiN/
temprato a induzione,

a) rívestimento e
intetfaccía, b) cuore del
substrato, <-+ l0 pm.

Fig. 4: Microstructure of
Hl3/carburized/CVD
TiN/quench hardened,

a) coating and ínterface,
b) substrate core,

<*-+ 10 pm.

Fig. 1: Microsctruttura di
acciaio

H I 3/cementato/CvD TiN/
temprato,

a) rivestimento e
interfaccia, b) cuore del
subsîrato, <--+ 10 pm.

t--* 1[ prm

bainite and pearlite. The coating of H13/carburized/CVD
TiN/quench_hardened appears ca. 4 prm thick, homogeneous
and dense. In the interface some small defects occur, which
may be caused by interdiffusion between substrate and coa_
ting during deposition [24]. The carburized substrate H13
undemeath the coating also consists of martensite, retained
austenite and carbides. The core H13 shows the usual micro-

structure after quench hardening, which mainly is martensi_
tic.
The substrate hardness depth profiles of A2ICVD TiN/in-
duction hardened and H13/carburized/ CVD TiN/quench
hardened are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. They confirm the de,
scribed carbon depth profiles and substraté microstructures.
The induction hardened substrate surface A.2 exhibits a high
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